
TARGET GROUP

This skills programme is designed for 
the public sector and is aimed at:

all individuals, especially those 
who manage knowledge and who 
are involved in organisational 
transformation and change 
management;

develop a career pathway towards 
becoming accomplished public 
management and administration 
specialists; and
department and organisation 
managers.

BENEFITS

include:
the ability to recognise human 
capital that will determine the 
organisation’s output, productivity 
and reputation; 
understanding of the interaction 
between tangible and intangible 
assets in the creation of value;
the ability to integrate a service 
culture based on ethics and values 
into own work context; and
compliance to public service 
codes of conduct.

ABOUT US

Pro-Active College excels in the 
education, training and development of 

its strong focus on practical workplace 
skills, Pro-Active College strives to 
facilitate measurable improvements in 
the productivity of client organisations.

Contact Us
0861 727 726

info@pscollege.co.za

www.proactivecollege.co.za

Pro-Active House
132 Nicolson Street
Brooklyn, Pretoria
0181

FREEDOM THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT, 
TRANSFORMATION AND ETHICS

This skills programme provides the learner with the 
knowledge, skills, attitudes and values to participate 
in knowledge management, transformation and the 
application of ethics.

Unit Standard
Aligned

SETA
Accredited

Outcomes
Based

Designed and developed by Pro-Active College, this 
skills programme is aligned to the unit standards:

APPLY PRINCIPLES OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TO 
ORGANISATIONAL TRANSFORMATION
(US: 115405)

NQF Level 5
10 Credits

APPLY KNOWLEDGE OF ETHICAL PRINCIPLES, STANDARDS 
AND PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT IN PUBLIC SECTOR 
MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION
(US: 119342)

NQF Level 5
8 Credits



Programme Outline
Learning Unit One
The Essential Elements of Knowledge Economy

What is knowledge economy?
The knowledge organisation
The knowledge worker

Learning Unit Two
The Essential Features of Human Capital

The characteristics of human capital
Organisational transformation and management of change

Learning Unit Three
Structural Capital 

The features of structural capital
Structural capital in a generic organisation
Knowledge management in the public sector

Learning Unit Four
Customer Capital 

What is customer capital?

Learning Unit Five
Core Ethical Values and Standards of the Public Sector

An introduction to ethics
Ethics in the public sector context
Reasons for ethical standards in the public sector

Learning Unit Six
Ethical Values and Standards Contained in Legislation and 
Codes

The public service code of conduct
The spirit of Batho Pele

Learning Unit Seven

Ethical conflict between personal and public interests
Ethical conflict between duty to government of the day and duty to 
public interest
Potential strategies for managing typical conflict

Learning Unit Eight
The Relevance of Established Professional Ethics and Codes of 
Conduct in Public Sector Administration 

Professional certifying bodies
Financial administration and administration practices
Disciplinary and grievance codes

Learning Unit Nine
Codes of Conduct of the Public Service Finance and 
Administration

Professional codes of conduct

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES

On completion of this skills programme, 
learners will be able to:

analyse the essential elements of 
knowledge economy;
identify the essential features 
of the human capital in an 
organisation;
provide an analysis of the 
structural capital in an 
organisation;
indicate how an organisation uses 
its customer capital;
establish the relationship between 
intellectual capital and knowledge 
management;
demonstrate the potential 
relationship between knowledge 
management and organisational 
transformation;
explain the core ethical values 
and standards which apply to the 
public sector; and
outline ethical values and 
standards contained in legislation 
and codes which have relevance 
to the conduct of employees in 
the public sector.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

The credit calculation in the relevant 
unit standards are based on the 
assumptions that learners:

are competent in communication 
(NQF level 4); and
possess a Further Education and 

DURATION

Five day contact session combined 
with practical workplace experience.

PORTFOLIO OF EVIDENCE

To be declared competent in these 
unit standards the learner must be 
assessed by a registered assessor and 
be found competent in the following:

Formative Assessment
Consisting of classroom activities on 
which the facilitator will give feedback.

Summative Assessment
This assessment consists of workplace 

be the learners’ own individual work..


